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Abstract: Depiction of women’s image in 90s & 20s : Currently, issues related to women aren't bandied in 

media extensively. Only sensational news about women is given expansive content while essential dialogues 

and conversations on women related issues noway do. The arrival of the internet and social media platform 

similar as face book, Instagram, snapchat, twitter etc. Has broadened the social space for women to raise 

their issues, reach out, network and unite for the common denominations. Women blogging, NGO web side, 

and women platform have advanced the commission of women through technology. 

I'm doing these assignments especially for the women who are working in Mass media but media is 

expressing them in both positive and negative way. Theses assignment will help me to understand the 

significance of women in this world and especially through mass media because these had come the stylish 

medium in front of all the age group. Overall Interpretation The below check was conducted with 28 

repliers, where replier order was blend of scholars, preceptors & parents. The check was designed to 

gather the views about the pros and cons of online tutoring. 

Need to state out for a change in diurnals, adds or flicks diligence 

An actor or an actress is a person who portrays a character in a performance. The actor and the actress 

perform" in the meat" in the traditional medium of the theatre or in ultramodern media similar as film, 

radio and TV. numerous times, the media especially in India takes the womanish characters to make their 

product or a film to get hit. womanish becomes the resource of magnet in numerous ways. moment we need 

to state out for similar issues, which are really delicate and hard to handle. These might lead to a shame of 

the women who are working in same field. 

Describe areas you worked on and why you concentrated on those areas substantially. Ex: advertisements 

diurnals flick and print media Visual Mass Media Humans like to both watch and hear to commodity at the 

same time. For at least 140,000 times, humans have been entertained and informed by watching and 

harkening to the effects going on around them. But whether it was watching other humans or harkening to 

the sounds of the timber, it had to be in the moment, as there was no artificial way to convey images or 

sounds. It was n’t until about 40,000 times ago that we know our ancestors first began to explore visual 

media including  delineations,  oils, and puppets. 

We latterly know that performing trades came a popular visual medium in societies. I've chosen some 

positive and negative sides of the media similar as advertisements and flicks because from these similar 

advertisements though they're veritably short, but they convey a strong communication to the people who 

are watching. 
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